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The climate justice movement seeks to address the disproportionate impacts of climate change 

on marginalized communities. Extensive global socio-political movement highlights the 

importance of analyzing existing climate adaptation efforts for equity considerations. My 

research focuses on Washington State in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States to 

analyze leading local place-based adaptation efforts of Indigenous nations and county 

governments. Indigenous nations across this region are place-based climate change adaptation 

leaders, and should be looked to for geographically wise adaptation strategies by governments of 

various scales through ongoing local collaborations. This research is based in grounded theory 

conducting a critical analysis of adaptation plans, utilizing parallel systems thinking and political 

ecology theoretical frameworks to distill diverse equity considerations for inclusive application. 

This approach consists of a comprehensive compilation of existing plans, coding individual 

reports, and comparative analysis to deduce trends and highlight existing best practices. My 

study finds extensive local efforts ranging from Indigenous nations, counties, cities, and many 

non-governmental organizations in Washington State. However, significant differences are 

apparent between Indigenous and State plans, the former taking account of more holistic 

considerations and the latter focusing mainly on economic implications of climate impacts. This 

is the most comprehensive documentation of current planning efforts within Washington State, 

and provides comparative analysis that distills contents to more effectively inform 

geographically relevant collaborative adaptation efforts over conventional politically determined 

boundaries. This research culminates in a comprehensive, intersectional climate adaptation 

equity analysis of current efforts, and underscores the importance of recognizing leadership 

exercised by Indigenous nations to better facilitate equitable climate adaptation. Place-based 

climate adaptation approaches by all governments can immensely benefit from respectful 

collaborations with Indigenous nations providing restorative justice to peoples impacted by 

extensive histories of colonization, and also institutionalize equity planning and analysis into 

current and future governmental actions. Institutionalizing equity as a fundamental goal of 

climate action can balance out disproportionate impacts, as well as support the achievement of 

UN Sustainable Development goals as significant societal shifts occur in repose to mitigating 

driving forces of, and adapting to, subsequent impacts of climate change.


